Contract for Master’s theses, Faculty 5, University of Stuttgart
[indicative information for students; only the German version of the original contract is legally binding;
in cases of doubt, please contact the examination board (pa-mcs@informatik.uni-stuttgart.de);
original contract: https://www.informatik.unistuttgart.de/fachbereich/gremien/pruefungsausschuesse/Formulare/StADA_Vertrag_2014-01-17.pdf]
ad 1)

add a description of topic and task(s): attachment 1;
license conditions for publishing: attachment 2

ad 2)

start date; official end date;
for exceptions, see examination regulations for your course of study

ad 3)

name of examiner; student has to report on progress on a regular basis

ad 4)

cataloguize your thesis (ask university library) and follow these guidelines:

1. http://www.vis.uni-stuttgart.de/plain/PA/StADA_Richtlinien.html
[topic has to be given by faculty examiners; ask secretary (S. Anstein for MSc CS; U.
Ritzmann for others) for number and cover sheet; hand in x printed copies (according to
examination regulations) and 3 single cover pages to secretary; hand in 1 printed copy to
supervisor personally]
2. general guidelines for scientific writing, pp. 27-29:
http://www.dfg.de/formulare/2_02/2_02_de.pdf
ad 5)

see 4) regarding number of printed copies

ad 6)

exclusive, no-cost, irrevocable right of use of thesis, results and software for free research
and teaching

ad 7)

University can purchase an exclusive, irrevocable, unlimited right of use wrt time and place, if
patents or copyright is concerned

ad 8)

inventions have to be offered to the University (payed); scheduling according to
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/arbnerfg/

ad 9)

student only has rights for writing of thesis

ad 10) student has to keep business / company secrets, technical information, etc. to him-/herself
ad 11) changes to this contract have to be appropriate and in written form
ad 12) state if thesis can be published by University and student
ad 13) state if student’s name can be published together with the thesis on the institutes’ websites
ad 14) duty to immediately register at examination office and prove that requirements are met
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Stefanie Anstein (contact: pa-mcs@informatik.uni-stuttgart.de)

Attachment 2: library license
thesis can be downloaded, saved and printed for private use (copyright unaffected; no guarantee for
saving and publishing)
ad 1.

University has irrevocable, non-exclusive and unlimited right of use wrt time and place:


saving, publishing and making available thesis and metadata



changing the format if necessary



reproducing and distributing thesis

ad 2.

University can transfer these rights to the German National Library and other databases

ad 3.

student has to guarantee that no rights are infringed

ad 4.

electronic version has to be identical to the submitted printed versions and necessary
approvals for the publication have to be guaranteed
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Stefanie Anstein (contact: pa-mcs@informatik.uni-stuttgart.de)

